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ABSTRACT This paper examines the organization of collective labor for irrigation

canal maintenance in a High Atlas village, an organization that compensates for the

fluctuation of available labor 
over the domestic cycle of individual households. Such

labor transactions between households are accomplished by employing several dif-

ferent. and seemingly incompatible. cultural logics: tradition of division by five, an

emphasis on the importance of agnatic kin. a belief in the natural authority of elder

over younger men. and an ideal equality among all men. Empirically the groups forged

by villagers are fair and unfair according to different specific types of equality under

consideration and, especially. the temporal framework employed. This integration

of different forms of inequality and the importance of time frames to their operation
bears on anthropological and economic theory, and the practical aims of development.
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he village ofTadrar1 is an assemblage of mud and stone houses etched

into a mountainside ninety kilometers south of Marrakech. It sits
500 meters above sea level in a valley carved by a small river, the

Agoundis. All 212 residents ofTadrar speak Berber most of them exclusively,

and they support themselves growing barley, almonds and walnuts in more
than a thousand small, steeply terraced plots. These small plots are irrigated
by an elaborate canal system that draws water from far up the valley and dis-
tributes it via seven main canals with innumerable offshoots and ditches. As
of 1998 the canals were constructed purely of rock, mud and a few logs; the

engineering is impressive. Using nothing but hand tools and gravity villagers
effectively transport a continuous supply of water across several kilometers
of precipitous mountain while the river that sustains the operation surges
from a trickle in the late summer to a torrent in the early spring.
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This paper focuses on the organization of collectiye labor by which this
canal network is maintained, an organization known locally as the 

khams,

from the Arabic for 'fiye . In the simplest terms this inyolves dividing the adult
men of the yillage into five work groups. These five khams work groups are

isomorphic with - but not the same as - the three ighsan of the yillage, Berber

for 'bones' or lineages. The social operation that animates the khams is thus

the 'arranging of the bones , the transmutation of three lineages (comprised
oftwenty-seyen independent households) into fiye working khamas, or fifths.

Such arranging solves several practical problems. First and most funda-
mentally, households must be assembled into larger units because they cannot
contribute to th~ communal labor pool at the same rate over the course of
their lifetimes. The organization of households into larger groups allows for
families at the peak of their productiye power to compensate for relatives at
more vulnerable points in the domestic cycle. Lineages - the primary, locally
sensible way to reckon relatives - cannot be used for this amalgamation be-
cause they are too unequal demographically. The largest lineage contains more
than four times as many households as the smallest, and thus a rearranging
of the 'bones ' is necessary to create viable work groups that are seen to be
balanced or 'fair . Both household and khamsorganization facilitates the trans-
fer oflabor across time spans longer than any indiyidual maintenance project,

, indeed, any indiyiduallife. The organization of these transfers depends
on a matrix of practical and cultural logics that integrate yarious temporal
patterns and social levels of inequality.

Theoretically the khams diyision provides us with a lens through which to

yiew two sets ofissues of scholarly contention, the vexed but essential integra-

tion of equality and inequality (especially across time), and the practical im-
portance of accounting for this (in development schemes, for instance). As
Amartya Sen has argued, questions of equality always concern the equality
of some particular thing: equality of some sort is accompanied by inequality
of another (1992 :yiii). The Mams is no exception to this rule, and I will argue

that the socially just, integrative functions of the institution are accompanied
by a consolidation of power in the hands of the best -situated members of the

most fortunate lineage. The way this is accomplished - the combination of
several different logics of equality and inequality - suggests that the khams 

both the product of, and framework for, practice.
This is of more than academic significal"1:ce. Because the Mams is now being

encouraged as an efficient and equitable system by ' outside' actors, there are

material and theoretical issues at stake that extend beyond this small corner

of Morocco. The World Bank, the Peace Corps, and Moroccan national agen-
cies are working with the people ofTadrar on projects ranging from school
construction to the creation of a potable water system. In these projects the
outside agencies generally proyide most of the money and supplies, while
the people ofTadrar provide the labor. Not surprisingly, villagers use the khams

divisions to allocate responsibilities for this labor. Such interventions amplifY
the local effects of the khams, skew its long-term function of equalizing some
household differences, and lend a transnational dimension to the arranging
of the bones. The khams is a case study that reveals a way that different no-
tions of in/equality are integrated. It shows how political and economic pro-
cesses are driven by the temporal rhythms of social life, but are actualized
through cultural valuations of different kinds offairness. The khamsthus affords

an opportunity to ventilate academic discussions of inequality with ethnog-
raphic data and examine the operation of culture in practical life.

Equality and Authority
The ethnographic core of my argument involves a single village, a social

unit important because it functions as an irrigation collective. This is not to
deny the porous nature of village boundaries or the importance of migrants
to the economy of Tadrar, but for the purposes of canal maintenance the
village is the releyant social unit.4 Importantly, the yillage is constituted by

other, even more fundamental social units - households, or tikatin (sing. takaf).

Most tikatin have a nuclear family at their core and 'because people accept
the meaningfulness of the family, they enter into relations of production, re-
production and consumption ' (Rapp & Ross in Lem 1999:105). Family is a
larger category than taka!, howeyer, and the latter term presumes people who
share an oven (literally a takat), which is to say specifically the people who
pool their labor and haye a share in the rewards. Sometimes family members
liye in different tz"katin and sometimes tz"katin contain indiyiduals who are not
family members. Most often takat members live together, but shepherds or

migrants outside the village are still considered part of a takat if they return

their wages to the village and if they can rely on their takatfor support in the

event they lose their outside work. Everybody in Tadrar knows who belongs
to which takat. It is not an ambiguous category.

The central dilemma in organizing communal labor for the requirements
of the canal system lies in the dynamics of households. Households are not
isomorphic or static. They are shaped differently and haye different needs
and abilities at different points in their lifecycles - like the individuals who
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constitute them. Just as we cannot ask young children to do the same work
as teenagers or adults, households at their inception cannot contribute to the
village as households in their prime can. Simply, households cannot contribute
equal amounts oflabor because they do not have equal amounts to contribute;
indeed, some have absolutely nothing to contribute at a particular time. The
transfer oflabor across time for the purposes of communal projects requires
social institutions larger than the individual household. This is not unique to
Tadrar.

Cultural understandings of equality and authority facilitate this fundam-
ental household labor exchange, and these lie at the base of the khams system.
Ideally, all adult men are thought to be 'equal' to one another. Each should
have an equal weight in yillage affairs, but should also be master of his own
household. This is not to say that women and younger men lack their own
domains of control, or that such relatiyely disempowered people lack ingenious
forms of resistance to yarious types of authority. 7 The point is that men within

a household are organized in a clear hierarchy according to age (espe-cially
fathers over sons), while adult men in general are seen to exist in hypo-thetical
equality to one another.

This is partly what has allowed Berbers to be celebrated as ' egalitarian
There has traditionally been little sense of overall yillage 'authority , nobody
to force men to toe any particular line, though this is not to say that there
were not political powers beyond the yillage leye1.9 Today, it is important to
note, the central state is (seemingly) omnipresent in Morocco and its influence
extends into the most remote corners of the kingdom. The region ofTadrar
has a cold, the local representatiye appointed by the goyernment, and he is
the final arbiter of disputes, with the power to fine and even jail those he
determines to be in the wrong. There are also yarious elected and appointed
officials and assistants to the emil who are sometimes sought to adjudicate
disagreements.

Still, intra-village conflicts invariably inyolve related men whose relatives
are not keen to allow powerful, but largely ignorant outsiders to intervene.
Villagers are especially reluctant to seek outside intervention in delicate, highly
localized and ethically complicated labor exchanges. The emil may be called
to deal with theft or disputes over rights to land - which usually involve clearly
specifiable property, contracts or ownership. The emil is unlikely to be called
to pass judgment on labor relations within a yillage because these inyolve
what James Scott terms 'metis , ad hoc and malleable forms of knowledge
embedded in local experience and, in this case, kinship dynamics (1998:3u).

States and state agents are infamously clumsy handlers of the rights and re-
sponsibilities connected to such localized practical knowledge. The khams 

enforced through social pressure, especially the dominance of elder men, and
is significantly bolstered by appeals to the fairness of the operation.

Bones and Fifths
The yillagers ofTadrar organize communal labor by putting a set of cultural

concepts to work, by employing what they see as the natural basis of gerontocracy
and patriarchal authority to preserve an egalitarian ideal between household

, heads. In schematic terms, this inyolves arranging the village households into
five groups and charging each with providing four men for the duration of
any communal project.1O The particular men representing any group may come
and go during a day or over the duration of a project, but the group as a whole
must proyide four adult men for the job until the work is completed. The
negotiations over which men will represent each fifth (and who will do what
job) are conducted within the fifth. The main complicating factors are thus
who is grouped with whom in a fifth, and how to exercise authority within it.

Ideally each fifth would comprise an ighs, a lineage, and the patriarch of
the lineage could decide which of his sons and grandsons was going to work
on any given day: which man to send shepherding, which to irrigate, and
who would attend to communal canal maintenance. In this way the khams

frees patriarchs from having to compel fellow patriarchs to work - an unac-
ceptable and largely impossible task - and allows each man to lord over his
own descendents, a perfectly legitimate exercise of authority. Unfortunately,
biology and history haye not cooperated. As Table I shows, the three lineages,
the ighsan in Tadrar, are so demographically unequal as to require significant
rearranging for any practical purpose; we cannot simply ask that each ighs

proyide a giyen number of workers without eliciting claims of unfairness.

Table I: Lineages (Ighsan or 'Bones ) in Tadrar
Ighsan (sing. Ighs) # of HouseholdsAit Yous 
Id Hamad Idzdo 

Howeyer, eyen if ighsan themselves cannot be used to diyide labor, the ideas

that underpin them are still useful. As we will see, the logic of the khams divisions

is congruent with the 'natural' organization of the bones, or lineages, of the
yillage. The analytical issue is the extent of the match between the ighsan and
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Table 2: Historicallghsan and Contemporary Lineage Affiliations

Historica"ghs Contemporary Sublineage Households

LineaS!e/Familv Name Affiliation (if any)

Ait Yous Ait Ben Oushen AitAIi

Ait Yous Ait Ben Oushen Ait Hussein

Ait Yous Ait Ben Oushen Ait Bil Qas

Ait Yous Ait Ben Oushen Ait Haj Ouahman

Ait Yous Lukstaf
Ait Yous Arbuz

Id Hamad Id Baj

Id Hamad ahoma
Id Hamad Belaid

Idzdo Idzdo

a single man only a few generations ago, and who all have the same last name
stamped in their government identity cards. We have to divide the Ben Oushen.

The sublineages listed in Table 2 are the obyious choice for such divisions,
but before examining how the people of Tadrar - and most 

especially the

Ben Oushen - actually undertake to divide themselves, it is worth 
acknowledging

that the Id Hamad z'ghs is also conceptually partitioned. The Id Baj, Ohomo,

and Belaid lineage members could not confidently explain their connection
as Id Hamad, but they do accept themselyes as related. The Id Hamad have
the right basic demographic dimensions to form a fIfth in the 

khams divisions,

and so the question of the fairness of an internal division (or a larger association
with another lineage) does not readily arise. Simply, a lineage that is concept-

ualized as such - as biologically integral, howeyer vaguely - needs no justifi-
cation in the minds of the people of Tadrar. It is when known lineages are
subdivided along lines that follow one branch of a genealogical tree rather
than another that charges of unfairness and political opportunism arise. This

will become clearer in a moment. For now, note that only the Idzdo remain
both an undiyided z'ghs, an acknowledged lineage, and a viable khams group

for the purposes of communal labor.

the Mams, one dependent on the political skill of the men negotiating the
organization. Viewing Table 1, and given the goal of 'fairness ' in communal

labor allotment (among equal household heads, at least) the question seems
to be what to do with the Ait Yous. Dividing them into thirds would bring
the ayerage number of households in line with the other two 

z'ghsan and would,

yield the fifths that are culturally desirable,
l1 but which Ait Yous households

should be grouped together? The question is not purely mathematical, but
partly genealogical and most centrally political. Today nobody in Tadrar readily
describes himself as being Ait Yous, but rather as a member of the Ben Oushen,

Lukstaf and Arbuz families. Nobody I questioned could specifY the exact point
of division between these three branches of the Ait Yous, but all asserted they
were separate. Only one man was interested enough in the connection to
explain that the Ben Oushen, Lukstaf and Arbuz families were in fact related,
and to speculate how.

Table 3: The Khams Divisions

As Table 2 demonstrates, diyiding the Ait Yous into Ben Oushen, Lukstaf
and Arbuz families helps, but does not solye, our problem. The three families
remain manifestly unequal in terms oflabor power. Eyen lumping the Lukstaf
and Arbuz together and opposing them to the Ben Oushen still leaves us

with too many Oushen for a balanced division of labor. Somehow, to get

anything like equality in the Mams labor groups, we will need to do more

than lump people together who may not feel related (such as the Arbuz and
Lukstaffamilies). We need to create a division 

wz'thin a group of people who

do view themselves as related, people who. can and do trace their ancestry to

Khams Lineage (or Sublineage) Total # of Total # of

group Households Adult Men

Ait Ali (Ben Oushen)

Ait Hussein (Ben Oushen)
Total

II. Ait Bil Qas (Ben Oushen)

Ait Haj Ouahman (Ben Oushen)
Total

III. Lukstaf

Arbuz
Total

Iv. Id Baj

ahoma
Belaid

Total

Idzdo
Total
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Table 3 illustrates the khams diyisions in Tadrar for most sorts of communal
labor. In terms of households we see that the fiye groups are not very equal.
The first khams group has six households, the second eight, then four fiye
and four households respectiyely. Haying one labor group with twice as many
households as two other groups would seem to indicate a breach of the main
operating principle of fairness. However, this organization has advantages.
First, it follows genealogical lines. The Ben Oushen as a whole are bisected
but none of the four Ben Oushen sublineages are internally divided. Since
each of these four sublineages descends from one of the four sons of the ori-

ginal 'Oushen 12 each at least began with approximately one fourth of the
original Oushen landholdings. In terms of property, then, the khams diyision
approximates one notion of equality, at least among the Oushen.

Second , the household heads within the khams groups are brothers, half
brothers, fathers and sons, or patrilateral parallel cousins - close blood rela-
tionships with clear lines of authority over descendents, all of whom are in
the same khams 

group. This means that each subsection of the first two khams
groups can operate with the logic of a patrilineal descent group, or yery nearly
so. Also, if we look at the total number of ayailable adult men in each khams
group there seems more balance than at the level of households. This is pri-
marily because the seven Ait Haj Ouahman tz"katz'n average fewer than two
men per household. Since these seyen households haye only as much land as
the one Ait Bil Qas household, we see that the labor rich/property poor are
joined with the property rich/labor poor.

In sum , the khams seems to achieve several kinds of fairness and manages
to organize labor groups in ways that make use of culturally naturalized pat-
riarchal and gerontocratic authority. While retaining the logic of the bones
patrilineal relatedness, khams groups are neyertheless organized so as to have
approximately the same number of able-bodied men ayailable. All that is ne-
cessary is to group some families into putatiye lineages, and break the one
large, intact lineage into a set of sublineages. In some cases, rich sublineages
like the Ait Bil Qas (a single household) are paired with fecund but resource-
poor households in sublineages such at the Ait Haj Ouahman. In all cases,
khams groups allow for labor to be consolidated at levels beyond the house-
hold , and thus allow households at vulnerable points in their cycles to be
assisted by 'relatiyes , a category that in Tadrar begins with blood relations
on the father s side. This amounts to a s~rt of labor tax on more powerful
households in order to assist people unable to contribute to the communal
labor pool at any particular time.

Qualifying Inequality

The khams appears designed to insure fairness oyer time, and in fact it does
ameliorate differences between weaker and more powerful households. How-
eyer, this does not mean that we ought to categorize it as essentially fair or,
based on this, characterize Berber culture or society as being 'egalitarian ' in

anything other than a relative sense. Seyeral forms of inequality remain em-
bedded in the khams and, more interestingly, some forms of inequality are in
fact exacerbated by it.

Perhaps the most obyious injustice concerns property ownership.13 My

neighbors in Tadrar admitted significant differences in the amount of land
owned by different khams groups, assertions that seem borne out by the data
in Table 4. The parts of the Ait Yous zghswho are not Ben Oushen (the mem-
bers of Khams III), seem to be worst off, with approximately half the number
of fields and less than half the total time for irrigation as their fellow z'ghs

members (who comprise Khams I and II). Clearly, as a whole the diyision of
the Ait Yous into two Ben Oushen parts and one non-Ben Oushen part, bene-

fits the Ben Oushen. The division follows genealogical lines and is in some
local sense ' fair' because of this. In another sense, howeyer , the constituents

of Khams III - the three Arbuz and one Lukstaf families - are significantly
disadvantaged. They own much less than a fifth of the village fields , but are
required to do a fifth of the labor to maintain the communal canal system.
They are quite willing to expound on this inequality, which is to say that the
members of Khams III are not mystified by their position in the khams system
even if they lack an idiom to effectiyely challenge it.

Table 4: Comparative Land Ownership and Irrigation Time

Khams # of Fields # of Irrigation
Days per Cycle

II.

III.

Iv.

252
215
122

343
206

95.48
90.
40.
62.
51.76

There are significant differences within khams groups too. We will examine
the case of Khams I in a moment, but it is worth noting first that within the
Idzdo, who are the only intact zghswho comprise a khams (Number v in Table

4), the wealthiest household has 85 fields and over 28 irrigation days, while
the two poorest households haye half as many fields and a quarter as much
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irrigation time. The integrity of an z'ghs, or lineage, is no guarantee offairness
in the khams. People with more land obviously benefit more from the canal
system than people with less land, yet there is no attempt that I could discern
to make labor obligations congruent with land ownership. The application
of a logic of 'fairness ' was limited to making lineages ' balanced' . It was not
employed in matching contributions to canal upkeep with benefits from this
essential piece of communal property.

A second objective injustice lies in the fact that young men do a dispropor-
tionate amount of the male gendered work. This should be equitable oyer
the long term if young men grow up to inherit the right to command the
labor of the next generation, but this is demographically Impossible. A rising
population and a finite land base insures emigration. Many young men, and
especially younger brothers, will haye to leaye the yillage and thus will neyer
be able to take advantage of the system they have supported with their labor.
While each brother ostensibly has rights to shares of the father s property
equal to all his male siblings, by the time a father dies the oldest son has in
practice usually been acting as paterfamilias for some time. Second and third
sons are often the ones sent out to work in the plains or cities to return money
to the household. This is especially true once grandchildren are old enough
to fulfill labor requirements in the yillage, and thus it is hard for all sons to
claim rightful shares of property once their father dies. What seems to happen
is that an arrangement is made by which the oldest son agrees to pay the
others for their parcels ofland. This is rarely possible giyen the limited poten-
tial to generate cash in the subsistence-oriented economy of the yillage. There
are cases where disagreements over land payments between brothers haye
been litigated sporadically for the lifetimes of the brothers. Villagers find it
shameful that seventy-year-old brothers take each other to court over land
rights, but it is easy to see why this happens. Not all old men reap a reward
for the labor they invested in the canal system when they were young.

Thus there are inequalities in the benefits of the khams between owners of

more or less land, and between eldest brothers and their younger brothers
and sisters. The khams diyision does nothing to address these, but neither
does it create or worsen them. There are other ways this institution does ex-
acerbate existing inequalities, however, and we will examine one of these in
detail. This involyes KhamsI in Table 3 - the combined Ait Ali and Ait Hussein.

According to most informants, the Ait Ali are the most powerful lineage
in the yillage, and by their own admission Ait Ali are well-positioned in many
ways. Two of the three Ait Ali households listed in Table 3 are headed by

half-brothers, both sons of Ali, the youngest son of the original Oushen. The

grown son of one of these brothers heads the third household. He has set him-
self up in business in the village, selling soap, oil, and other necessities to his
fellow yillagers on credit. I had no way to fmd out for certain how well off this
man was, but he 'bought' his way out of at least some communal labor require-
ments by providing tea and sugar for the workers. One reason this man was
able to begin a separate household before the death of his father is that there
are enough other descendents ayailable to work the household property.

In fact, the main households of the Ait Ali - headed by the father and
uncle of the shopkeeper - are two of the fiye wealthiest households in the
village by all methods of my accounting. This is partly because Ali - the apical
ancestor of the Ait Ali - was the youngest son of the original Oushen. Ali
inherited a quarter of the Oushen land that his brothers Hussein, Bil Qas and
Ouahman receiyed, but also got the portion left to the fourth, and last, sur-
viying wife, Ali' s mother. In this way the Ait Ali ended up with slightly more
land than the other Ben Oushen lineages despite a normatiye equality between
the four branches. Moreoyer, one of the two main households (the uncle of
the grocer, not his father) inherited property from his mother (as the only
son of the last surviving wife of Ali) as well as the woman he married, an
Idzdo. This woman was able to claim her land because she married inside
the village, and had only one male sibling, a half-brother who is mentally
retarded. Upon the death of his parents, this half-brother came to live with
his sister in the Ait Ali household into whiCh she had married, in effect trans-
ferring this man s Idzdo land to an Ait Ali household. This Idzdo man retains
his legal rights to property, but because he eats all his meals with his sister, in

effect his land and his considerable contributions oflabor are transferred into
one household of the Ait Ali. As we will see, the head of this household has
considerable importance in the yillage as he has the time to work with deyel-
opment agents. He was also my main informant.

Table 5: Inequality within Khams I: Ait Ali and Ait Hussein Property and Labor

Khams I # of Fields # of Irrigation
Days/90

56.
39.

# of Adult Men

AitAli
Ait Hussein

188

Men Required

for Khams/Day

In addition to their advantages in land ownership, the Ait Ali have a total of
nine adult male laborers while the Ait Hussein, the other sublineage of Khams
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, have only four. This is probably not a coincidence. Land requires laborers,
but laborers require land to feed them and families without adequate prop-
erty tend to be smaller. When it comes time to deyote labor to communal
work on the canals, howeyer , the khams obligation is divided equally between
the two unequal sublineages. Two men are called from the Ait Ali and two
from the Ait Hussein. Not surprisingly, while the Ait Hussein acknowledge
the genealogical sensibility of this, they grumble nonetheless about its fair-
ness. The Ait Hussein lack a cultural means to directly challenge the labor
allotment, but they do grouse that the Ait Ali are 'rich' . The Ait Ali, for their
part, accuse the Ait Hussein of being lazy and attempting to shirk their re-
sponsibilities. It is easy to see how this would come about. Half of the total
Ait Hussein male labor force is siphoned off during any communal project
while the Ait Ali contribute less than a quarter of their male labor resources.
This allows the two Ait Ali patriarchs to have one son spend his time working
as a grocer and to send other sons to work for wages outside of the yalley.
This diversity of income is impossible or at least difficult for the Ait Hussein,
who will need their male labor to irrigate their own fields and meet public
demands for labor. The more communal projects undertaken in the village,
the more disproportionate are the Ait Ali benefits. They have more land than
anyone else, thus their total advantage from any ' yillage' project is greater
while their comparative labor input is far smaller.

This is one example of how the khams system exacerbates inequality in
one time frame and ameliorates it at another. Weak, single households with
only one male worker are grouped together to allow them to survive, to main-
tain their public responsibilities without missing their household obligations.
This seems to make things more ' fair . But khams groups do not have to be
assembled as they are. It would be conceivable, for instance, to let the Ait Ali
stand alone as a khams group and contribute four laborers from the nine they
haye available - a proportion of labor and land in line with all other khams

groups. Comparing the Ait Ali of Table 5 to the yarious khams leyels in Table

4, we see that the Ait Ali by themselyes have more fields than one complete
khams group, and more irrigation time than two 

khams groups. They have
exactly the same number oflaborers - nine - as two other khams groups, yet
they do not form a group on their own. The Ait Ali are joined with the Ait
Hussein, and thus split their labor obligations with them. The Ait Ali success-
fully maintain the tradition of generating five labor groups by using a geneal-
ogically sensible, segmentary division that is ' fair' in some ways, and quite
unfair in others.

Implications
The primary goal of this paper has been to describe the organization of

collective labor in Tadrar, but there are some theoretical implications worth
examining. Mostly these coalesce around the two central points I hope to
have drawn from the khams organization: (I) the essential integration of equal-
ity and inequality (that I haye sought to express in shorthand as ' in/equality
and (2) the importance of different temporal frames of reference to this inte-

gration. These points became clear to me through the influence of the work
of Amartya Sen.

Sen has argued cogently that ' every normatiye theory of social arrange-
ment that has at all stood the test of time seems to demand equality of something

- something that is regarded as particularly important in that theory' (Sen

1992:12). This has been criticized as a general proposition, but seems to fit
the Tadrar data well. IS In any case, the economic literature on inequality is
vast and cannot be reyiewed in the space allowed.16 The issue I hope to raise
is what anthropology can gain from Sen s insights, and what the khams

ethnography can do for theories of in/equality.
First, we see in Tadrar several different notions of equality enmeshed in a

single social arrangement. It is not the case that one notion of equality deter-

mines the shape of the system, and in fact the vibrant aspect of the khams

involves the negotiations over which aspects of equality should obtain in a
given timeframe or at a particular socialleyel. The patriarchs involyed in the
khams are seen to be equal, but manifestly are not and the particular social
arrangements they form depend on political maneuvers. The fifths are main-
tained as 'balanced' , for instance, but the Ait Ali manage to contend that they
should only comprise half a fifth despite their demographic equality to other
whole fifths. Sen s contention that 'ethical reasoning, especially about social
arrangements, has to be, in some sense, credible from the viewpoint of others
(ibid. :17) is well taken; legitimacy would seem necessary for political opera-
tions to succeed where force is not a viable option. Howeyer, this does not

address the combination of diffirent fonns of ethical reasoning in a single social

formation. 
The khams is a social arrangement that makes use of a yariety of

forms of in/equality. Theoretical equality between lineages (the boundaries
of which are contested) and between individual patriarchs is grafted to ac-
ceptable inequalities between older and younger men andbetween some larger

and smaller households. This suggests the importance of considering how
normative theories - in the plural - are assembled to facilitate social action.

This in turn points to the relationship between ' normatiye theories ' and
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culture. Lamont et al haye shown how North Africans liying in France ex-
plain racism and their disadyantaged position in French society by employing
their own 'particular universal' notions of equality (2002:390), notions dif-
ferent than those held by the majority French population. The implication,
howeyer, is that multiculturalism is at the bottom of the differences; they are
not internal to ' ' culture. 17 The different notions of equality employed in Tadrar
are intra-cultural (rather than a case of culture clash) and thus contradict
conceptualizations of culture as essential or ' primordial' (in Samuel Hunt-
ington s sense ) or as 'an ethnographic algorithm ' (as Geertz accused Good-
enough ofbelieving ). In other words, 'It is not the origin ofits elements but
the way they are synthesized that is the specificity of a culture ' (Friedman
1997:81). The culturally dependent but actiye synthesizing of social forma-
tions in Tadrar - the arranging of the bones - should not be mistaken for an
integrated cultural form that is 'enacted rather than acted' by living people
(Roseberry 1989:IO).

A second theoretical point inyolves the importance of time, which seems
underemphasized in Sen s work. For instance, in the conclusion to his treat-
ment of inequality Sen writes

, '

it is important to come to grips both (I) with
the diversity of human beings... and (2) with the plurality of relevant "spaces
in which equality can be judged... The demands of equality in different spaces
do not coincide with each other precisely because human beings are so diyerse.
Equality in one space goes with substantial inequalities in others ' (1992:129).
While accommodating this critique, the example of the khams suggests also
the overwhelming importance of tz'me that must be figured into such con-
ceptual 'spaces , especially the temporal rhythms of biological and social
reproduction.

For instance, central to a notion of equality involying sons working for
their fathers is the presumption that the next generation of sons will do the
same, in effect demanding at least three generations to articulate the relevant
notion offairness.2o Similarly, organizing households into fifths allows fam-

ilies to exchange labor oyer the organic lifecycle of their households rather
than the duration of a project or another fIXed temporal unit. AF. Robertson
has written of ' riyal temporal schemes of eyolution and history' (1996:591)
and has suggested that ontogeny - the human lifecycle - is the yital missing
link to explaining how culture mediates between biology and history. This
point is central to understanding the khanz.s, where labor dynamics within
households driye labor exchanges between households - exchanges that can
be culturally construed as ' fair' only in certain timeframes, only oyer decades
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and even lifetimes. A weakness of this study of the khams in Tadrar is that I

could derive no information on the history of the institution. A synchronic
study (of only fourteen months) can only infer the salience of particular long-
term timeframes of fairness and their importance to the social operation of
in/equality, but I hope to have drawn this inference convincingly.

Still, whether or not these particular conclusions are correct, temporality

is clearly central to the operation of the khams - and to social theory more
generally. Manuel Castells writes of contemporary struggles for 'control oyer

time' and of projects seeking ' revolutionary temporality ' (1997=124). Anthony

Giddens has argued that people ' in different cultures experience time differ-

ently' (1987=144), and ' in the connection between "organization" as a problem

of the bracketing of time-space, and "organizations" as specific features of

modern culture, we find issues of the foremost importance for the social sci-
ences ' (1987:165). This ' foremost importance ' involyes explaining the way

Western ' society is actualized through new productiye organizations of space

and (especially) time under conditions yariously labeled 'network society

late modernity

, '

globalization , or global capitalism . To this end Giddens
identifies ' three interlacing forms of temporality , including the duree of day-

to-day life, expressed in reversible time',21 ' the duree of the lifespan of the
individual' , and ' the duree ofinstitutions ' or the longue dude of which Braudel

speaks ' (1987:144-45).
22 Castells writes of'clock time

, '

timeless time

, '

glacial

time ' and issues of' spatiotemporal eyolution ' (1997=126-127), while Bour-

dieu points out the importance of ' the rarest and most precious thing of all-
namely, time' to processes of contemporary social distinction (1994:281). This

sociological desire to grasp the 'new ' sorts of temporal arrangements related

to globalized capitalist production would seem likely to benefit from a com-
paratiye understanding of time in subsistence economies, or economies less
articulated with the global market. And this may send us back to reyamp
some prematurely discarded ideas from social anthropology.

To take only a couple of examples, Max Gluckman wrote in 1968 that 'various

institutions haye different structural durations , and their "intermesh" has to

be analyzed' (1968:233)' Ifwe burnish Gluckman s suggestion with more recent

concerns over agency, the centrality of gender, and especially power, we haye

something very close to what I argue about the organization of forms of in/
equality through time, and perhaps some purchase on what Giddens means
by ' interlacing forms of temporality' (1987:144). Meyer Fortes too made the

case for different ' functions of time , and he did so in a way that bears com-
parison to current sociological thinking, citing 'mere duration

, '

continuity
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and discontinuity , and 'genetic or growth processes ' as categories oftem-
poral function (Fortes 1970 (1949):2). It is not possible here to pursue a full
explication of the these issues, but we can make a modest assertion: if the
contemporary world system relies either on unprecedented, culturally speci-
fic understandings of time or, more fundamentally, new 

forms qftime, 
it would

seem useful to examine such understandings or forms vis-a-vis other contexts.
In the article cited above Giddens avers ' oral cultures db not monitor the
conditions of their own reproduction ' and that ' tradition, combined with the
needs of practical adjustment to the material enyironment, are the main elements

guiding overall system reproduction ' (198;:154).23 The Tadrar case suggests
something quite different: an intense, reflexiye monitoring of at least one sort
ofinstitutional arrangement, and the importance of historical contingency,
local politics and kinship relations to its reproduction. The khams material
makes a strong case that 'tradition' is far too stolid a word to capture the
complex, politically vexed and active integration of in/equalities involved in
social reproduction.

Finally, the experience of development in Tadrar illustrates that these is-
sues are of more than academic relevance. The Moroccan goyernment built
a school in the village the first year I did fieldwork, 1998. The groups of men
charged with leveling a spot on the mountainside so that the school could be
built were organized according to the khams. The Peace Corps funded a potable
water project and purchased pipe used to bring clean drinking water down
from a spring several thousand feet aboye the village. Again, a form of the
khams was used to assemble the groups oflaborers who dug the pipe into the
rock and helped build the water storage tank. These sorts of projects were
continuing as I completed fieldwork. Tadrar is located on the borders of the
Toubkal National Park, and as the World Bank pursues the Morocco Pro-
tected Areas Project more money is coming to be available to improve local
conditions, beginning with the canal system. The money will arrive from out-
side, but the labor is organized from within.

These outside agents and agencies haye their own notions of equality, their
own framing of what counts as fair, and their own timeframes of operation.
The Peace Corps volunteer, for example, worked hard to insure that all the
households of the village would be equally served by the new water system.
He sometimes had to put himself in the way of attempts by powerful families
to secure advantageous access to the water (attempts they certainly could
justifY as 'fair ' in some way), and he sometimes found himselfin the middle
of disputes. Eyentually, working with the villagers, the yolunteer managed to

insure that the seven village taps were located to serve everyone, if not equally
then at least, to him, something close to it. Four years later, in summer 2002,

all but two of the taps had been capped and the water piped into priyate
houses - many, but by no means all, of the houses in the yillage. One kind of
inequality (people liying different distances from the spring where water had
traditionally been gathered) was replaced by another (people living 

different

distances from the taps), which was again altered to the present unequal situa-
tion where some people have priyate water in their houses and some have to
walk and fetch it from a tap. All this ignores inequalities in the number of
daughters ayailable to fetch the water in the first place.

What the volunteer could not foresee or forestall was what the yillagers

would do with the water system once it was built. He was also unable to
overcome the inequalities intrinsic the labor organization through which the
water system was built, one based on the 

khams. The khams allotments allowed

some men the time to politick about where the main water lines would be
located while others were off working on installing the pipe itself. The installa-
tion of these main lines was significant in that one led to an empty hillside
owned by the Ait Ben Oushen, an area slated by the villagers (or the majority
Ait Ben Oushen, anyway) for future development. One large house is now
built in this area while below it some of the main opponents of the plan still
have to fetch water by bucket from a tap seyeral dozen meters from their
house.

This does not mean that the Peace Corps volunteer did a bad job; certainly
everyone benefits to some degree from the new water system and the villagers

are very thankful for it. The young women haye even produced 
songs of praise

about the American ' bringer of water . Still, for our purpose the point is that

the cultural ideas of fairness held by the volunteer were unlikely to match
that of the villagers ofTadrar, and the volunteer had to fight for some forms
offairness important to him while accepting some local notions offairness in
order for the project to proceed. Such discrepancies in conceptualizations of
fairness would seem to characterize many deyelopment projects, or indeed
any cross-cultural interaction. We may even see notions of in/equality as the
vital core of our cultural beliefs. The lesson to learn, again, is that we are

rarely dealing with a simple case of equality 
versus inequality, but of different

standpoints on what counts as equal, differently integrated forms ofin/equa-

lity, and different timeframes over which such standpoints make sense.
Ironically, perhaps, such interventions in Tadrar are amplifying some in-

equalities in the khams and causing it to have more significance under 'globali-
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Conclusions
Because land in Tadrar is scarce, households cannot easily expand and

contract their productive property as they grow and decline; instead house-
holds must adjust labor/land ratios through social amalgamation and dissolu-

tion. One key modality for this is called the khams. This socially useful organizing

principle is primarily invoked to assemble the labor to maintain the communal
irrigation system, but it is also employed to certain other ends. Simply, in

terms of canal maintenance, the khams inyolyes dividing yillage households
into five groups and requiring four adult men from each group to work on a
maintenance project until it is complete. Not so simply, the groups draw on
the logic of patrilineal relatedness and the culturally sanctioned authority 
older males oyer their descendents. Thus the khams is in essence a mode of
transacting labor - through time and across household boundaries - that

takes adyantage of one cultural yalue (patriarchal authority) to achieve an-
other (equality among household heads).

The fifths are modeled on biological patrilineages 
(ighsan or bones), a logic

of sodality and cooperation that is locally sensible, though the actual compo-
sition of the fifths departs from the ideal in intriguing ways. At severalleyels
these arrangements are ' fair , they allocate obligations more or less equally

between recognizably similar social units. In other, and perhaps eyen more
interesting ways, the diyision is clearly not fair - it fayors oldest sons and the
wealthiest families and, I argue, helps a few households to consolidate their
position at the top of a subtle political and economic hierarchy. Both the

fair' and ' unfair' aspects are dependent on the timeframe of the judgment -
not merely the social location of the observer, but the temporal frame of the
observation. This suggests that self-reflexive anthropologists need attend not

only to the unintended effects we have on what we observe (the social Heisen-
burg principle) and our partial understandings of what we observe (in both
senses of , partial' ), but also the temporal framework of our assessment. This
last point receives less attention than the first two and, while not explored in

depth here, would seem to have implications for economic theory, develop-
ment practice, and social theory generally.

What is clear is that the present configuration of the 
khams is more than

usually significant because it is being put to work for an array of noyel, one-
time projects that require a great deal of the yillagers ' effort. This is of more

than theoretical interest. Village projects supported by the Peace Corps, the
World Bank and the Moroccan state are now being undertaken using the
same Mams system employed for canal repair. We thus haye national and
international uses for the khams - and national and international inflections

to its transactions of labor. The arranging of the bones has found new pur-
poses, and curious new forms of significance, in the global village.

zation ' than in the ' traditional' context. It should not surprise us that the main
person with the time to deal with development agents (and the time to deal
with me and my research questions) was from the Ait Ali. He was among the
small subset of men who were candidates to become part time politicians,
men at the peak of their household productive potential, who had land to
farm and sons to farm it. As a landed patriarch at the apex of his cycle of
domestic production my main informant was fortunate to be largely free from
manual labor; he was more fortunate still to be from Ait Ali, whose advan-
tageous khamsposition freed up yet more time for political work. Not everyone
in a position of political advantage has the ambition to seize it, of course, but

my main informant made full use of his time to oversee - and shape - both
my research and all deyelopment projects undertaken in the village.

In this way state and international interventions in Tadrar have served to
strengthen some local social inequalities. Such interventions operate in a lim-
ited temporal frame and are geared towards singular transformation rather
than the recurrent management of shared property. How one would avoid
this, how, in Scott s words, to 'favor reversibility' (1998:345) is unclear, but

would certainly depend on understanding the cultural frameworks by which
in/equality is integrated into social arrangements, and coming to terms with
the timeframes oyer which these are expressed. The practical significance of
such understanding may proyide support for the idea that social anthropol-
ogy is 'still worth the trouble ' (Godelier 2000), and may allow us to find ' new
equilibriums , new configurations of justice, rather than merely lamenting the
vulnerability' ofindigenous structures (Berque 1978:175-176).
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tribal life, the symmetrical diffusion of power, the elective nature ofleadership -

these are only made possible by the unsymmetrical, inegalitarian saints
' (1969:29)'

IO. As Fleuret notes, ' it is convenient to distinguish between maintenance of the
canal infrastructure and management of the water within it' (1985:IIO). See llahiane

(1996:97) for references concerning the relationship between irrigation allocation
and social organization in Morocco. See also Rachik (1990:98) and, for Tunisia,

Bedoucha (1987), especially chapter seven. The 
khams is employed exclusiyely

for repair rather than use of infrastructure.
II. The importance of fifths to different forms of Berber social organization has

achieyed considerable ethnographic attention. See Hart (1981:35), Mahdi (1999:54),
and the article and bibliography assembled by Camps in the 

Encyclopedie Berbere

(1984:1958-1960). My informants stressed the importance of the number five to
Islam (five daily prayers, fiye pillars of the faith) rather than the five fingers of a
hand (cifOus). 

Five has no absolute authority, of course, and Mahdi (1999:47)

shows lineages assembled into three groups, or 
atlat, in an area very near Tadrar.

12. This man was originally known as Mohammed Ait Yous, but he was nicknamed
oushen,' or 'jackal' for his ferocity and cunning in warfare. He was the local
official of the Goundafi caza, and therefore the most powerful man in the valley.

His descendents were known as the 'people of the oushen,' and the Ait Ben
Oushen.

13. Size, soil quality, proximity to a canal, shade from trees, and other factors make
measuring productiyity in terms of fields difficult. My methods for calculating

property ownership are explained in detail in my Ph.D. thesis (Crawford 2001b).

Here I rely only on a count of irrigated fields and, more usefully, the number of

total irrigation days in a ninety-day cycle owned by each household, lineage, or
khams group.

14. There are four cycles for the seven main canals, two with a nine-day rotation

and two with a ten-day rotation. For conyenience I calculated rights to irriga-
tion time using a ninety-day common denominator. Most households own at
least some land in all of the four major rotations,

15. Ian Hacking, for instance, notes that Sen s concern for 'equality of what' oyerrides

the question of 'equality for whom' (1996:41). See also Phillips (1999)' and Ben-

habib (2002).
16. Interested readers can begin with the more than forty pages of 

references Sen

provides (1992:153-197). It is notable that the interests of contemporary economists
center on inequalities of wealth, income and 'opportunity' rather than labor

organization.
17. See also Lamont and Fournier (1992).
18, This is Adam Kuper s casting of Huntington s notion of 'primordial cultural id-

entity' (1999:3)' See also Huntington (1997)'
19. Geertz makes this point, howeyer, only a page after writing of culture as an

acted document' (1973:II), a conceptualization that seems to share with the
algorithm' metaphor the idea that culture enjoys a sense of integrity prior to
action.

20. I have written elsewhere on aspects of these development projects. See Crawford
(2001A; 2002).

21. This notion ofreyersible time is taken from Levi-Strauss (1968).

Notes
1. A pseudonym.
2. 'Berber

' .

(~eople and language) will be familiar to most readers. Today some cul-
~ural ac~lvl~ts prefer the term 'Imazighen' for Berber people (sing. Amazigh) and
Tamazlght for the general Berber language. Villagers in Tadrar know themselves
as 'Ishelhin ' (in Berber) or 'Shleuh' (in Arabic), both of which refer to the southern-
most group of Berber speakers in Morocco, those who speak Tashelhit. For sim-
plicity of presentation I have chosen here to use the term ' Berber' which is
sam;tioned by at least some cultural activists. See Sadiqi (1997)' 

3. Whl~e at the tIme o~ fi~ldwork there were 29 households in Tadrar, only 27 are
consIdered here. ThIS IS because two households moved to the village as shep-
herds; t~~y own no lan~ and are not normally part of the khams system.

4. Fo~ a . CrItIque of such vIllage level studies see Marcus (1995)'

5. ThIs IS n~t to say that only productive members are accepted into tz'katz'n. Very
young chIldren ~nd the .eld~r!y also belong to tikatin as do mentally retarded
and physIcally dIsabled mdlvlduals. The minimum size of a takat is a husband
and wife; the maximum in Tadrar is seventeen people.

6. See R~bertson (1991) .for a theoretical review of the centrality of household
dynamIcs to larg~r SOCIal form~ and to social life generally, and Lem (1999) for
a recent and partIcularly engagIng ethnographic treatment of such interactions,

7. Women are vital to village labor generally, certainly to household dynamics, and
t?e dIfferences ,between male and female labor is a main axis of inequality in the

~llag~. ~omen s labor is, not considered here for reasons of space and for analytical
sImplIcIty; they ar~ p~rIpheral to my argument about the internal dynamics of
the khams. For specIfic InformatIOn on the role of women s labor in Tadrar readers
may see Crawford (2001b). For material on the role of women in Moroccan
rural society. g~nerally see the edited volume by Belarbi (1996), particularly the
annotated bIblIography assembled by Tourya Temsamani. For a broader treat-
ment of wom~n in the Maghrib see Charrad et al (1996). Mernissi (1989, 1997),
Kap~han (1996), Lazreg (1990), Maher (1974), Sadiqi (1995), and Skalli (2001).

8. For mstance Hart asserts that 'a constant preoccupation of all Berbers is never to
~t one head rise aboye the rest' (1981:77) while Gellner argues of Berber so-

~:y, '

!:ere" at least, equality and liberty go together' (1969:64)' Mahdi writes
I.;egalIte theo ~ue .est, c?ntr~balancee par la structure differenciee des lignages
et ~ar les strategIes mdlvldualIstes (1999:46). For other critiques of Berber egali-
tarIanIsm and the larger segmentary argument see Berque (1978), Hammoudi
(1980), Kraus (1998), Munson (1991; 1993; 1997), Pascon (1979), Rachik (1992),
Roberts (2002) and Wat~rbury ~1991), amongst others. Ensel (1999) and Ilahiane
(1996, 1998) offer very mterestmg portraits of institutionalized inequality in the
Moroccan context. See also Becker (2002) and Maher (1974).

9. The Goundfa, a famIly of powerful despot~, dominated this region from about
850 to departure of the French in 1956, albeit in different ways before and du-

rIng the Protectorate. They made no claim to saintly power, in contrast to the
mode of authority made famous by Gellner, who writes 'The egalitarian traits of
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22. On issues of time, social order and modernity see also Giddens (1984) and several
passages in Hutton and Giddens (2000:1-51).

23. Lagnaoui makes the specifically Moroccan case for this position, asserting that
tradition is opposed to the spirit of initiative, that such a ' patriarchal society' is
stagnant, circular, and lacks individuation, and that rural Moroccans exist only
for the group (1999:18-20).

Gluckman, Max. 1968. The Utility of the Equilibrium Model in the Study of Social
Change. Amencan Anthropologist, 70:219-316.

Godelier, Maurice. 2000. Is Social Anthropology Still Worth the Trouble? A Re-
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